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The desire for thin-film silicon is motivated by the growing needs
for flexible electronics, compact packaging, and advanced solar
power. In previous work we have presented exfoliation as means
to a cost effective way to achieve thin-film silicon and described
an open loop prototype exfoliation tool that could be used to
produce improved films compared to previous methods. However,
controllable film thickness, film uniformity, and surface roughness
were all challenges with the open loop setup. This paper describes
the design, construction, and testing of an improved controlled
exfoliation tool with load compensation and inline metrology for
closed loop control of the exfoliation process. The exfoliation per-
formance results are compared to those from the proof-of-concept
tool and show 53% improvement in silicon uniformity and 67%
improvement in average surface roughness. These improvements
can be attributed to the addition of load compensation and the
improvement in the precision motion of the stage, respectively.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4055320]
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1 Introduction
The constant demand for miniaturized portable electronics

capable of storing, processing, and communicating copious
amounts of data has enabled the growth of the semiconductor indus-
try. Since the days of the first integrated chip, the complexity of
semiconductor processing and integration steps has grown expo-
nentially, while the cost has gone down due to high production
yields and robust supply chains. This has introduced novel micro-
scale integrated systems with applications in state-of-art smart-
phones, aerospace and automotive sensors, biomedical devices,
internet-of-things (IoT) devices, and health monitoring technolo-
gies. As we transition into the next phase of integrated devices, flex-
ible and wearable electronics are gaining popularity due to their
compactness, conformity, lightweight, and bio-compatibility [1].
Using novel materials and fabrication methods, flexible electronics
have proposed applications in wearables [2,3], consumer

electronics displays [4], biosensors [5], health diagnostics [6], soft
robotics [7], energy harvesting devices (rollable solar cells) [8–
11], and structural health monitoring [12].
The concept of flexible electronics has persisted for several

decades, but their real potential and practical applications have
gained traction after significant advances in new materials like gra-
phene, conductive metallic and polymer inks, liquid metals, and
carbon nanotubes [1,13]. By definition, flexible electronics must
reliably maintain device performance while undergoing several
cycles of large deformations in the form of bending, stretching,
twisting, and conforming to irregular topologies like skin or cloth-
ing [14]. In addition to these mechanical requirements, the substrate
materials for flexible electronics must also be compatible with exist-
ing CMOS manufacturing techniques, novel fabrication and inte-
gration techniques, and flexible electronics architectures for
robust device performance. Unlike organic materials, silicon
meets all these requirements.
Thin film monocrystalline silicon can be fabricated using several

different processes like thinning of the backside of the wafer using
chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) [15], ion implantation [16],
etching, and exfoliation (or spalling [17]). CMP involves uniform
removal of more than 90% of the wafer’s back surface, so it is dif-
ficult to process and handle the wafer with the device layers intact.
CMP may also introduce microscale defects during the thinning
process which can lead to rupturing. Additionally, the process is
slow and cost prohibitive. Ion implantation can significantly
damage the device layer, and therefore cannot be implemented on
a prefabricated wafer.
Surface texturing using dry and wet etch combined with wafer

thinning addresses the key issue of reliably achieving better strength
in thin monocrystalline silicon. Kashyap et al. demonstrated 60 μm
thick rollable monocrystalline films with 2 × higher bending
strength and 43% lower radii of curvature with intact or better
device performance [18]. The nanoscale features in silicon effec-
tively reduce the effect of randomly distributed micro-defects
using the stress shielding effect, thereby improving the overall
strength after thinning.
Exfoliation is the process of propagating a crack just beneath the

surface of a substrate, driven by stress concentrations created by a
tensile layer adhered on top of the substrate [17]. The phenomenon
of exfoliation is an extension of the failure modes often seen in
brittle materials where the presence of coatings with dissimilar ther-
momechanical properties undergoing thermal stresses leads to sub-
strate fracture [19]. Exfoliation is an interesting method for
producing flexible thin film monocrystalline silicon because it is
fast and cost effective. However, exfoliation often suffers from
poor thickness control and uniformity. Therefore, there is a need
for a better, more controlled exfoliation process to obtaining mono-
crystalline thin silicon films for applications in wearable electronics.
There are several different approaches that have been explored

for large area exfoliation of thin silicon films. Some of the initial
work on exfoliation was uncontrolled/spontaneous propagation of
a crack to achieve thin film silicon for high power-to-weight solar
cell applications. The process of spontaneous exfoliation involves
bonding silicon with a material with a different coefficients of
thermal expansion (CTE) and heating the sample to induce stress.
Due to the mismatch in CTE, a fracture is spontaneously initiated
in the silicon and cracks propagate on multiple fronts. This leads
to poor surface roughness and uniformity, which are undesirable
for high performance devices. Hensen et al. demonstrated direc-
tional heating and cooling cycles for controlled exfoliation, but
the layer thicknesses obtained from this approach were still
between 50 and 80 μm [20]. An exfoliation method developed by
Applied Novel Devices Inc., a spin-off from the University of
Texas at Austin used a wedge tool to propagate the crack by apply-
ing a prying load [21]. In this method, a nickel tensile layer is elec-
troplated on a nickel seed layer evaporated on top of an adhesion
layer. After heat treatment and cooling, residual thermal stresses
develop in the nickel layer. Next, a wedge is used to control the
crack propagation energy and direction. However, this approach
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does not constrain the force at all, and applies only a displacement
condition to the film, thereby introducing friction and stick/slip con-
ditions which can lead to poor surface roughness and non-uniform
film thicknesses.
A different approach was taken by Bedell et al. at IBM who sput-

tered a nickel tensile layer instead of electroplating it [17,22]. Sput-
tering improved the consistency of the tensile layer and introduced
residual stresses without the need for an additional thermal step.
Then, an adhesive handle layer of polyimide tape was placed on
top of the nickel layer and manually peeled off to get the exfoliated
film. However, manual control of the crack propagation direction
and an unconstrained film create similar problems as the previous
exfoliation methods [17,22].
Previous work by Ward and Cullinan [23] introduced a novel

prototype for thin-film exfoliation, which used a model to inform
the tool’s design [24]. A prototype tool for controlled exfoliation
of monocrystalline films was introduced which combined the
concept of controlling the exfoliation rate as explored by Applied
Novel Devices using the wedge tool and the handle layer concept
demonstrated by Bedell et al. [17] for better control over the exfo-
liation process. Although the prototype results were promising, they
also highlighted areas that could be improved to create thinner and
more uniform silicon films. The new version of the tool that is pre-
sented in this paper has improved precision motion and gathers data
from inline metrology to calculate the compensated load curves
using the inverted metamodel. We will show that this closed loop
control of the exfoliation process helps to significantly improve
the thickness accuracy, thickness uniformity, and surface roughness
of the exfoliated thin films and make the exfoliation process more
robust to variations in the tensile layer.

2 Precision Tool Design
Results from the previous tool and model indicated that undesir-

able variation in the silicon thickness was largely due to uncontrol-
lable variation in the nickel tensile layer. The model developed with
the previous tool also indicated that these variations could be

compensated for if they could be measured before exfoliation. To
achieve this compensation a new tool design was required. The
new tool’s motion must be precise enough to measure the variation
in the nickel tensile layer with enough accuracy to correctly com-
pensate for it. Then a new mechanism must be incorporated to
actively apply the compensating load through the handle film
while not damaging the surface roughness of the exfoliated wafer.

2.1 Homogeneous Transform Matrix Analysis. The desired
accuracy of less than 0.5 μm for measuring film thickness necessi-
tated a redesign of the stage. Under the off-axis actuation load,
the previous prototype demonstrated errors of approximately
±5 μm in the vertical axis. The model developed in a previous
work [24] indicated that the exfoliation process was not sensitive
in this dimension. Although the stage bushing clearance was
helpful in aiding the rapid fabrication and testing of the first proto-
type, it is not acceptable when incorporating inline metrology. To
improve the stage performance, a precision machine design analysis
was performed on the system and homogeneous transform matrix
(HTM) models of the exfoliation and metrology loops were con-
structed. The primary source of error was identified as excessive
clearance in the four stage bushings.
The analysis indicated that error could be reduced by both replac-

ing the bushings with low-clearance bushings in a housing with
increased rigidity and increasing the shaft diameter. In response
to the increased stiffness of this configuration, one set of bushings
was flexure mounted to avoid over-constraining the system. The
bushings were chosen over ball bearing linear guides to promote
damping and reduce vibrations that could affect the surface finish
of the silicon film. Air bearings were also considered, but ruled
out due to a lack of stiffness and benefits compared to cost. It
was also noted that the off-axis leadscrew actuator (visible in
Fig. 1) was causing an undesirable moment load that was exacerbat-
ing the bushing deflection. In response, the actuator was moved to
be in line with the stage rails and wafer, as seen in Fig. 2.

3 Load Compensation
The goal of the tool improvements was to remove the overall cur-

vature from the silicon film, shown in Fig. 4 and to minimize the
silicon film thickness. To accomplish load compensation, it was
necessary to design and implement a control system that could
incorporate an inverse form of the metamodel developed in our pre-
vious work and process the sensor data collected on the new tool
(Fig. 3). Active tension control, pictured in Fig. 2, was added to
the tool. The system uses a pair of Airpel Anti-Stiction pneumatic
cylinders to create a balanced load across the film. The cylinders
are mounted on a load cell and share the same input pressure con-
trolled by a ControlAir 900X E/P transducer. The transducer input
is controlled by a National Instruments myRIO running a PID loop
with the load cell output as the control variable. With this controller,
the system can maintain constant handle film tension to within
±10 mN during exfoliation. This system can also be used to input
a specific tension force profile to generate a desired silicon film
thickness. Combined with the metamodel and inline metrology,
this feature creates the ability to compensate for errors in the elec-
troplated nickel thickness and drive the silicon film thickness to a
minimum that is uniform across the wafer.
The first step for creating the compensated load profile is to

reconfigure the model from previous work [24] to take an input
of desired uniform silicon thickness and output a tension profile.
This was done using a Gaussian process regression package
[25,26] in PYTHON to create an inverted form of the previous meta-
model that predicts handle tension instead of silicon film thickness.
This is a more general and faster method than used in previously
and the details of the implementation can be seen here [27]. The
measured nickel thickness and stress profiles are then input to the
model, along with the desired silicon film thickness, and the calcu-
lated load profile is produced and uploaded to the tool.

Fig. 1 HTM for prototype tool showing the load path between
the leadscrew actuator, through the exfoliation frame, to the
vacuum chuck
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4 Inline Metrology
The metrology methods used to create the model in previous

work [24] and described in [28] were slow, cumbersome, and
required that the wafer be transported between multiple metrology
tools between each step of the exfoliation process. Incorporating
the means to measure the thickness and stress of the wafer in the
tool itself greatly simplifies the process required to predict the exfo-
liated film thickness. With the prediction information, a compen-
sated load profile can be created that allows the tool to create
uniform films from nonuniform initial conditions in the nickel
thickness and stress.
The measurements were taken with a Micro-Epsilon optoNCDT

1420 laser displacement sensor mounted to the stage as seen in
Fig. 2. The sensor was chosen for its high accuracy, compactness,
and availability. Manufacture reports stated that it was compatible

Fig. 2 Render of enhanced exfoliation tool including laser distance sensor and improved
motion stage showing: A, load cell; B, pneumatic tensioner; C, handle film; D, silicon wafer;
E, vacuum chuck; F, exfoliated film; G, bushing assembly; H, actuator; I, laser distance
sensor; J, roller height adjustment; and K, flexure mount

Fig. 3 HTM load path for precision roller tool with active com-
pensation. Key improvements: A, low-clearance bearings; B,
larger rails; C, flexure mount; and D, aligned actuator

Fig. 4 Simulation of compensated load calculation from previous measurements. Silicon and nickel thickness
profiles are shown on the left axis and nickel stress and handle film tension on the right.
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with spectral surfaces like silicon wafers, but some diffusing layer
had to be applied to get a signal on fully spectral surfaces. Ideally
this sensor could be replaced with a confocal probe. To obtain mea-
surements for the nickel thickness and stress and exfoliated silicon
thickness, a series of scans were performed in the order shown in
Fig. 5.

5 Results and Discussion
5.1 Motion Analysis

5.1.1 Repeatability. The repeatability of the stage’s motion is
critical to the function of the tool. To evaluate the repeatability of
the stage, a series of measurements spanning hours or days were
performed. The targets of the measurements were a double-side-
polished silicon wafer and a ASME grade 0 ceramic gage block.
The height measurement of the laser distance sensor was aligned
with the position of the tool along its axis of motion by the linear
encoder. Figure 6 shows the error compared to the mean of a con-
tinuous set of 25 measurements of the silicon wafer over four hours
while the tool was moving at 5 mm/min. The mean error of the
measurements was 0.18 μm with a 95% confidence interval of
0.03−0.33 μm which demonstrates a high repeatability that is suita-
ble for this application.
To further test the repeatability, the same scan was taken three

days apart. The individual scans are compared in Fig. 7. The repeat-
ability remained acceptable, but the measurement’s profile does not
match the flatness expected from a prime grade silicon wafer or

gage block. The visible ∼5 μm variation in the measurement
signal can be attributed to the repeatable error in the tool motion.
However, this repeatable error can be compensated for in the
motion control system.

Fig. 5 Inline metrology process flow. The lines above indicate laser measurement location.

Fig. 6 Error from mean for each stage position for 25 continu-
ous wafer scans over four hours. Mean: 0.18μm, 95% confidence
interval: 0.03−0.33μm.

Fig. 7 Comparison of individual scans taken three days apart
showing good agreement, but large repeatable error motion.
Residual mean: 0.26μm.

Fig. 8 Measurements demonstrating the removal of repeatable
error by subtracting a ground truth measurement from a nickel
sample measurement
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5.1.2 Remove Repeatable Error by Gage Block. Without
another method of canceling repeatable error, a ASME grade 0
white ceramic gage block was used as a ground truth. It is flat to
within 40 nm and an ideal laser target. Several scans of the gage
block were taken before each wafer measurement and the gage
profile was subtracted from the wafer profile. Unfortunately, this
method limited the measurement range to the length of the available
gage block, which was 30 mm (Fig. 8).

5.2 Load Compensation and Uniformity. After confirming
the metrology capabilities of the tool, a demonstration of load com-
pensation was performed. A typical exfoliation sample was pre-
pared with a (100) prime grade double-side-polished silicon wafer
and approximately 13 μm of electroplated nickel. The sample was
then heat treated at 230°C for 30 min and exfoliated on the tool
using a compensated load profile targeting a uniform silicon film

thickness of 4 μm. Measurements were taken throughout to
produce the profiles seen in Fig. 9 and an image of the film is
shown in Fig. 10. The measured silicon and nickel film thicknesses
are on the left axis. The right axis gives the loading in the form of
both the handle tension and nickel stress as context.
The resulting silicon film is thicker than 4 μm, but appears to have

reduced dependence on the variations in the inputs. To quantify the
result, the standard deviation of the silicon profile is compared with
that from Fig. 4. To further describe the decoupling of the silicon
from the nickel, a “uniformity ratio” is suggested, where the stan-
dard deviation of the silicon is divided by the standard deviation
of the nickel. The results of these metrics are shown in Table 1,
where both show significant improvement with 53% better unifor-
mity and 92% improvement in the uniformity ratio.
To compare the measured compensated film thickness with what

would have been produced without compensation, the model was
reconfigured to compute the estimated silicon film thickness from
the measured inputs and an uncompensated handle tension.
Figure 11 compares the measured profile from Fig. 9 with the
model predicted result for a constant 1 N handle tension. The
result shows improved uniformity and reduced thickness, but also
that the model has over-estimated the compensated load’s effect
at higher nickel thicknesses. With some tuning of the model and
metrology, a nearly constant film thickness should be achievable.
Figure 12 is surface visualization comparing a wafer exfoliated

on the previous tool compared to the new one. The surface was gen-
erated using a combination of line scans using a confocal micro-
scope and differential laser distance point measurements with
basic interpolation between to aid visualization of the surface.
The surface created by the new tool shows improved average uni-
formity and lower thickness. The magnitude of the linear trend in
thickness across the wafer has also been reduced, but not
completely eliminated. This is due to the fact that the active com-
pensation is limited to the axis of exfoliation (y) and the non-
uniform loading remains in the opposite axis (x).

Fig. 9 Wafer profile measurement demonstrating load compensation and thickness control.
Silicon and nickel thickness profiles are shown on the left axis and nickel stress and handle
film tension on the right.

Fig. 10 Image of silicon film sample corresponding to Fig. 9

Table 1 Silicon uniformity results comparing the new tool with
active compensation to the old prototype

σSi (μm) σSi/σNi

Without compensation 1.37 4.39
With compensation 0.65 0.37
% Improvement 53% 92%
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5.3 Roughness. The roughness of the rigid wafer after exfoli-
ating the flexible layer was measured using white light interferom-
etry (Veeco Wyko NT-1000). It can be used as a metric to
differentiate between the different exfoliation approaches. Ten mea-
surements of a 4.2 mm2 area distributed over the wafer were taken
for the samples exfoliated using the wedge tool, hand peel, roller
tool, and precision tool. A quantitative comparison of the roughness
parameters, Sa (arithmetic mean height) and Sz (difference between
roughness peak and valley) is presented in Table 2 and a qualitative

comparison of the roughness can be seen in Fig. 13. As seen in
Table 2, the surface roughness measured using the wedge tool
and hand peeling approach is significantly 5.0 × and 3.3 × higher
than the controlled exfoliation tool presented in this paper. The
active compensation in the new tool improved the surface rough-
ness by 67% as compared to previous roller tool without any com-
pensation. Figure 13 shows a smoother surface finish along the
exfoliation direction for the precision tool as compared to the
wedge tool, hand peel, and roller tool approaches.

Fig. 11 Comparison of predicted uncompensated exfoliated film andmeasured compensated
film

Fig. 12 Comparison of 3D visualization of a uncompensated wafer surface (left) from the initial prototype tool and compen-
sated surface (right) from the new proactive precision tool (exfoliated along the y axis)

Table 2 Roughness averages and one standard deviation for ten measurements of a 4.2 mm2

area for wafers exfoliated with the wedge-type tool, hand peeled with tape, controlled peeling
tool, and new tool. The wafers were exfoliated along the x axis

Wedge tool Hand peel Roller tool New tool

Sa (nm) 151.0 ± 21.0 107.0 ± 150.0 75.5 ± 21.0 25.1 ± 7.0
Sz (μm) 3.46 ± 0.50 1.99 ± 1.70 1.15 ± 0.80 0.22 ± 0.05
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6 Conclusion
The advent of high-throughput semiconductor processing tech-

niques has opened up a demand for the microscale flexible electron-
ics for applications in the biosensors, health diagnostics, soft
robotics, and structural health monitoring. Conventional litho-
graphic approaches provide the lowest barrier to entry for reliably
fabricating these flexible microelectronics on silicon. However,
there is a need to transition into reliably producing these silicon
flexible substrates. Wafer-scale exfoliation of silicon can be done
by controlled brittle fracture. However, the uncontrollable nature
of the exfoliation methods presented in previous works affects the
uniformity, repeatability, and production scale adaptability of this
process. Though further experiments are required to prove perfor-
mance at scale, we have shown in this paper that improvements
in the approach for controlled exfoliation of monocrystalline
silicon films can produce high quality, uniform silicon thin films.
The updated design of the exfoliation tool reduced unwanted
motion and improved the exfoliated wafer surface uniformity and
roughness. The addition of active compensation of the handle
layer improved the uniformity of the exfoliated silicon film and pro-
vides a lever for tuning the process at scale. Further improvements
to this tool can be made by developing a reliable tensile layer mate-
rial and improving the deposition methods.
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